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Abstract

In the present paper, I aim to both contribute to a culture based theory of self regulation
and clarify some mutually constitutive functions of psychological and sociocultural phenomena.
I examine the relations between self and culture and the role of these relations in the develop
ment of self regulation. Self regulation is based on the intention to modify internal processes
and behavior to reach one’s goals. Because the development of self regulation is embedded in a
cultural context that gives priority to a speciﬁc model of agency, processes of self regulation are
assumed to differ cross culturally. First, I give a brief overview on self regulation research. Fur
ther, I discuss the contribution of a culture informed perspective to the study of self regulation
and its development, taking into account interpersonal self regulation. Finally, I present a ‘Cul
tural Model of Agency and Self Regulation,’ which suggests how to link culture and individual
agency.

Self regulation has recently become a debated topic in other disciplines such as behavior
economics and sociology. In behavior economics, researchers have regarded delay of
gratiﬁcation or the regulation of risk taking behavior as preconditions for rational behav
ior. In psychology, self regulation is usually conceived of as a complex, universal human
ability that structures goal directed behavior and increases the likelihood of fulﬁlling a
variety of individual needs. This and individual differences in self regulation underline
the necessity to investigate its components, its developmental conditions, and its activa
tion in different contexts. Although investigators have long noted that standards for self
regulation and related strategies differ for people from different cultural backgrounds
(e.g., Eisenberg & Zhou, 2000), researchers have neglected the role of culture in most
studies on self regulation. In only a few studies have researchers investigated the relations
between the individual person (self system) and culture (sociocultural system), and how
these relations become effective in the development of self regulation. In line with
culture psychological studies on socialization, I assume here that the dominant cultural
values and goals and the related cultural model of agency affect socialization conditions
for the child and the respective developmental outcomes for self regulation. The trans
mission and development of self regulation in the socialization of children is fostered by
internalization processes (Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne, & Moll, 2005). According
to Grusec and Goodnow (1994), the internalization process is based on a positive
parent–child relationship. The expectations of signiﬁcant others become part of the
child’s own personal value system, especially when the other persons belong to the
child’s in group (Trommsdorff, 2009). The child’s internalization of social norms and of
perceived expectations of others who are close develops into a self regulatory system
fostering cultural ﬁt.
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1. Self-Regulation: Concept and Underlying Assumptions
Broad deﬁnitions of self regulation include both basic skills, such as automatic processes
involving attention and inhibition, and higher level processes, such as effortful inhibitory
control and conscience development. For example, delay of gratiﬁcation is based on both
skills and the motivation to self regulate.
Self regulation has been narrowly deﬁned as ‘‘the capacity to override one’s thoughts,
emotions, impulses, and automatic or habitual behaviors . . . throughout the entire life
span’’ (Gailliot, Mead, & Baumeister, 2008, p. 472). This deﬁnition includes resisting
dominant responses or engaging in adaptation and adjustment of behavior to new situa
tional demands. In this paper, I conceive of self regulation not only as a skill but also as
motivated, goal directed behavior, which includes plans and strategies for realization of
goals. Self regulation may be directed to the modulation of motivations (e.g., regarding
achievement, self enhancement, and interpersonal relations), emotions (e.g., their experi
ence and expression), cognitive processes (e.g., attention and perception), and behavior
(e.g., cooperation).
In most studies on self regulation, researchers have taken an individual-centered approach.
Studies on preconditions for self regulation have focused on individuals’ strategies of reg
ulation, and the function of self regulation for the achievement of positive outcomes and
avoidance of negative outcomes. Researchers have explained individual differences in
self regulation through personality variables such as inhibitory control (Kochanska, Mur
ray, Jacques, Koenig, & Vandegeest, 1996), temperament (Rothbart, Ellis, & Posner,
2004), intelligence (Calero, Garcı́a Martı́n, Jiménez, Kazén, & Araque, 2007), time per
spective (e.g., cognitive ability to foresee and evaluate outcomes as possible selves in the
future; Bischof Köhler, 2000), the motivation to postpone gratiﬁcations (Mischel &
Ayduk, 2004), belief in regulatory self efﬁcacy (Bandura, 1997), and the ability to act on
the experience and expression of emotions (frustrations, distress, and joy; Baumeister,
Zell, & Tice, 2007). Further factors explaining individual differences include the availabil
ity of resources for self regulation (to avoid ego depletion; Baumeister & Vohs, 2007),
effects of automatization and regular practice (Gollwitzer & Bargh, 2005), and task difﬁ
culty (Heckhausen, 1991). For example, an indicator of self regulated goal setting is
choosing a level of difﬁculty that will maximize achievement (a task that is neither too
easy nor too difﬁcult). An indicator of effective self regulation is when undesirable domi
nant (or automatic) behavior is intentionally inhibited.
Accordingly, experimental studies on children’s self regulation have usually emphasized
effortful control—the ability to voluntarily inhibit, activate, or change attention and
behavior for effective self regulation (e.g., Eisenberg, Fabes, & Guthrie, 1997). Measures
have included children’s ability or willingness to: (i) follow an adult’s instructions (typi
cally the child’s mother or the researcher); (ii) wait and not consume a sweet; (iii) con
tinue a boring task and not play with interesting toys; and (iv) press buttons in response
to the appearance of a symbol (Mischel, Shoda, & Rodriguez, 1989). Self regulation
(e.g., delay of gratiﬁcation) is motivated by one’s expectations of positive (relative to neg
ative) outcomes in the future; this motivation can be based on expected and intrinsically
motivating task related rewards or on extrinsic rewards such as a successful outcome (e.g.,
gift, praise). Typically, in these experiments, the focus is on inhibitory control (deactivat
ing a dominant response) while disregarding distracting activities (such as in self regulated
learning).
In his self regulatory model, Higgins (1997, 1998, 2008) assumes two systems: regula
tory focus (promotion or prevention concerns) and regulatory mode (locomotion and
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assessment concerns). Different self related goals are regulated by these differing systems.
Goals are related to the ideal self in the case of promotion focused self regulation (accom
plishment and success). In contrast, goals are related to the ought self in the case of pre
vention focused self regulation (safety, responsibility, and meeting obligations; Higgins,
1997).
Higgins, Pierro, and Kruglanski (2008, p. 165) assume both, universality of self regula
tion and cross cultural differences. According to these authors, cultural differences can be
created through self regulatory universals. ‘‘…we expected to ﬁnd that both the promo
tion system and the prevention system functioned in each culture (and functioned in sim
ilar ways), but that the relative strength of each system would vary across culture.’’
Higgins’ (1997, 1998) model broadens the concept of self regulation by taking into con
sideration the cultural anchoring of the social self, which is construed according to socio
cultural norms and values.
Self regulatory effort may be directed to individualistic goals (e.g., achieving material
or social success) or directed to social or group goals (e.g., supporting social harmony).
Social goals of self regulation require an effective interpersonal regulation whereas agency
is the dynamic factor in all self regulatory processes.
Universal preconditions for the development of self-regulation can be seen in a basic capac
ity for understanding the self and one’s own and others’ agency. Here, early develop
mental conditions of attachment, empathy, perspective taking, and theory of mind are
relevant. Furthermore, children adopt standards of behavior representing signiﬁcant
others’ expectations as part of conscience development and internalization (Tomasello,
1999). The ability to self regulate (e.g., by effortful control) is complemented by the
motivation and intention to self regulate in accordance with others’ expectations. These
expectations in turn are inﬂuenced by cultural values. Therefore, self regulation differs
with respect to the respective dominant cultural values and the related cultural model of
agency. According to Grusec and Goodnow (1994), the child’s acceptance of the parents’
expectations constitutes one of the necessary preconditions for the internalization of
cultural values and social rules. In the following, I will discuss how such internalization
organizes the development of the self construal which in turn affects the person’s goals,
agency beliefs, and self or interpersonal regulation. This discussion will introduce
assumptions from the ‘Cultural Model of Agency and Self Regulation’ (see Figure 1).
2. Models of Agency, Culture, and Self-Construal
Self regulation is based on models of agency and related self construals, which vary cross
culturally (Markus & Kitayama, 1991, 2003). An example for a simpliﬁed deﬁnition of a
certain cultural model of agency is the preference and belief in individual and disjoint
agency based on personal characteristics and self efﬁcacy. This is in contrast to a different
cultural model of agency which bases on the belief in conjoint and social agency inﬂu
enced by situational conditions, a malleable self, and social efﬁcacy.
Accordingly, some investigators assume that persons and their sociocultural environ
ment are interdependent (Bond, 2004; Higgins, 2008; Markus & Hamedani, 2007; Trom
msdorff, 2007b). This interdependence is a consequence of the human capacity for
making and for sharing culture (Bruner, 1990; Tomasello, 1999). A major unresolved
question is how the psychological and cultural patterns are mutually interacting and in
what way they are mutually constitutive (see also Higgins, 2008; Trommsdorff, 2007a).
A culture based theory of self regulation may clarify some mutually constitutive functions
of psychological and sociocultural phenomena.
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Figure 1 Cultural model of agency and self regulation.

Culture is deﬁned here as a shared meaning system and a shared understanding and cre
ation of the social, economic, and material world. Members of a culture share a common
language, location, symbols, values, beliefs, and goals that are part of the meaning making
process underlying the person–culture relationship (Bruner, 1990; Shweder, 1990). People
engage in meaning making through acting and interacting in social settings and sharing
material products (e.g., artifacts) in a particular geographical niche (Cole, 1996). Under
standing the intentional action of others is complemented by agency beliefs and shared
intentionality, a component of cultural agency (Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne, &
Moll, 2005). Shared intentions are the basis for collaborative action, which increases the
probability of successful goal attainment for the individual and the group. Following the
same line of reasoning, Shweder (1990) claimed that the intentional person is interdepen
dent with the intentional culture—the human artifactual world of meanings. Sophisticated
views on culture go beyond the conceptual world of meanings and symbolic resources
and also focus on the material world (e.g., Bond, 2004; Markus & Hamedani, 2007;
Shweder, 1990). Sociocultural patterns include the material environment, the social struc
ture, social systems, and culture. Psychological patterns include motivational, cognitive,
and emotional processes, and related behavior.
Cultures are interrelated with the individual actors, with wider contexts, and with
individuals’ interactions within multiple contexts (e.g., social networks). Culture does not
inﬂuence individual goals and intentions directly. Instead, systemic, bidirectional inﬂu
ences, which are mediated by other phenomena on the relational level, are operative
(Trommsdorff, 2007a). For example, individual parenting behavior and child develop
ment are part of a cultural niche inﬂuenced by culturally shared beliefs (e.g., Super &
Harkness, 1997). Culture, in turn, is indirectly affected by the parents’ beliefs and sociali
zation behavior, and by their impact on their children’s development of self regulation.
An example is parental sensitivity, which is inﬂuenced by cultural values (Trommsdorff &
Friedlmeier, in press). Caretaker’s sensitivity affects the child’s internal working model of
the self and attachment security (Bowlby, 1969). Attachment security, in turn, is related
to conscience development and the internalization of rules of conduct in the preschool
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age (Laible & Thompson, 2000). Depending on their internalization of rules, children’s
behavior will be in accord with or in contrast to cultural values and rules and thereby
affect the parents, peers, and other contexts of interactions. However, effects of self regu
lation on culture are insufﬁciently studied in empirical research. Thus, longitudinal and
interdisciplinary studies are needed.
Theoretically assumed connections between individual behavior and culture need to be
empirically tested to specify the direction of the relation (unidirectional or bidirectional)
and the underlying processes. Although researchers in cross cultural psychology have
elaborated some pathways from distal environmental factors (e.g., climate, geography,
sociocultural patterns) to psychological phenomena (e.g., the ecological model by Whit
ing & Whiting, 1975; Berry, 1976; Bronfenbrenner, 1979), reverse pathways and interac
tive relations have been neglected (exceptions are Bruner, 1996 and Shweder, 1990).
The self construal based on cultural models of the self can be seen as affecting culture
directly and indirectly. ‘‘Thus, sociocultural models give form and direction to individual
experience, for example, perception, cognition, emotion, motivation, action’’ (Markus &
Hamedani, 2007, p. 15). These models exist in the minds of people who participate in a
certain context; these models also structure the material world in which these people live.
Depending on the kind of dominant cultural values, either independent self construals
and related goals or interdependent self construals and goals evolve (Kitayama & Uchida,
2005). The cultural models approach has proven useful for the study of self systems,
agency, cognition, emotion (e.g., Kitayama & Uchida, 2005; Markus & Kitayama, 1991),
and social development (Rothbaum, Pott, Azuma, Miyake, & Weisz, 2000; Rothbaum &
Trommsdorff, 2007; Trommsdorff & Rothbaum, 2008).
In the following section, I discuss whether the cultural models approach is also useful
for studying the development of self regulation. I assume here that the development of
self regulation is inﬂuenced by the sociocultural model of agency which is transmitted by
internalization processes in a certain cultural niche. This niche is anchored in a culture
speciﬁc meaning system for constructing the self, others, and social relations. The cultural
model of agency affects the developmental conditions for the goals and strategies of self
regulation. Self regulation, in turn, is relevant for individual behavior (e.g., adaptation
and achievement) and its effects on the sociocultural environment (e.g., family income
and mobility). Here, I will present assumptions from the ‘Cultural Model of Agency and
Self Regulation.’
3. Development of Self-Regulation and Cultural Models of Agency
According to Bandura (2001), human agency underlies individual decision making and
goal setting as well as related self regulation. The models of agency imply a speciﬁc focus
on self regulation. I next discuss the differentiation between the independent and the
interdependent ⁄ relational self construal to analyze two different systems underlying
agency in self regulation.
The development of the self and of self regulation are assumed here to be organized
according to the respective cultural model of the agency, which gives priority to either
the independent or the interdependent (social) self (Kitayama, 2000; Markus & Kitayama,
1991; Oyserman & Markus, 1993). The relative preference of the independent or inter
dependent model of agency will inﬂuence the development of the respective self regula
tion strategies for maximization of individual or group outcomes. In the case of an
interdependent model of agency, goals such as accommodation are shared by group
members and inﬂuence their self regulatory behavior. Therefore, the impact of culture
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has to be taken into account in the study of self regulation and its development. Depend
ing on the respective cultural model of the agency, the goal of self regulation focuses
either on autonomy and a related independent identity or on community ethics (Morelli
& Rothbaum, 2007), including harmonious relationships and values of duty, respect, and
obligation.
Self-construal and cultural model of agency
For the conceptualization of either individual or social centered self regulation, a theo
retically fruitful conceptualization of the self is needed. I refer to the concept of self con
strual based on the cultural model of giving priority to independence or interdependence
(Markus & Kitayama, 2003).
A focus on independence in agency is characteristic for European Americans, whereas
in interdependent cultures (e.g., East Asia), one’s agency is shared with others, especially
with members of one’s group or close family members (Trommsdorff, 2007b). This
conjoint agency is different from the disjoint agency in cultures favoring independence
(Morling & Kitayama, 2008). This preference is related to a different value of agency,
personal control, and choice. In East Asia, self regulation processes involve conjoint
agency in contrast to independent agency. Self regulation in a culture favoring inter
dependence and harmony focuses on ﬂexibility and adjustment of the self to ﬁt into the
social relationships (including related self efﬁcacy beliefs); this fosters positive feelings of
belonging that are different from the experience of independence, power, or self efﬁcacy
(Morling & Evered, 2006).
In the independent model of agency, action often takes the form of inﬂuencing other
individuals or environmental factors in accordance with one’s own needs and goals (pri
mary control). In contrast, in the interdependent model of agency, action is directed
toward adjusting one’s own goals and behavior to the goals and expectations of others
(ﬁt focused secondary control; see Morling & Evered, 2006; Rothbaum, Weisz, &
Snyder, 1982; Weisz, Rothbaum, & Blackburn, 1984). Accordingly, in the case of the
independent model of agency, self regulation focuses on the goal of maintaining indi
vidual autonomy. This kind of self regulation may result in (primary) control behavior
aiming to change the situation, change other persons, or change the environment. In the
case of the interdependent model of agency, the primary focus is on ﬁtting in socially
and maintaining interpersonal harmony. Morling and Evered (2006) conceive the
ﬁt focused control as serving the motivation for relatedness. The agency approach by
Morling and Evered (2006) thus focuses on cultural differences.
Self-regulation based on needs for autonomy and relatedness
Ryan and Deci (2002) assumed that the three basic needs of autonomy, competence, and
relatedness are universal. In line with the aforementioned functional deﬁnition, self regu
lation can be conceptualized as agency to serve these needs. I cannot discuss cultural dif
ferences in the cultural meaning of competence (e.g., Rothbaum, Pott, Azuma, Miyake,
& Weisz, 2000) because of space limits but instead focus on the culture speciﬁc meanings
of autonomy and relatedness, which seem to oppose each other but basically coexist. The
assumed coexistence of autonomy and relatedness (Dennis, Cole, Zahn Waxler, & Mizu
ta, 2002) needs clariﬁcation with respect to its nature (e.g., whether autonomy or related
ness is subordinate or emphasized in the United States or in Japan). Cross cultural studies
on mother–child interactions have shown signiﬁcant differences in mothers’ emphasis on
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autonomy (e.g., more emphasis in the United States as compared with Japan; see over
view by Rothbaum & Trommsdorff, 2007).
Rothbaum and Trommsdorff (2007), who underlined the coexistence of both autonomy
and relatedness, added another culture speciﬁc aspect of agency in their culture psycho
logical analyses. The authors claimed that in the interdependent model of self, autonomy
needs can only be satisﬁed on the basis of relatedness (belief in belonging and assurance).
This differs from the independent model of self in which autonomy is achieved while also
aiming to satisfy the need for relatedness by engaging in negotiations for intimate
exchange of belonging.
In line with some culture informed suggestions by Higgins (2008) and Higgins et al.
(2008), which go beyond a motivation and personality perspective, it can be assumed that
in the independent model of agency, self regulation presumably is promotion focused with
a regulatory mode of locomotion, giving priority to autonomy; whereas in the interdepen
dent model of agency, self regulation presumably is prevention focused with a regulatory
mode of assessment, giving priority to dependency, relatedness, and avoidance of the
risk of interpersonal disruptions (separation). In this latter case, autonomy may take on a
different form of agency and follows different rules in line with the cultural model of
interdependence. Here, autonomy takes the form of ﬁt focused control, which is achieved
by successfully accommodating the expectations of others. An example is the traditional
support of elderly parents in Asian countries because of the Confucian belief in ﬁlial piety.
This kind of related autonomy is very different from individual autonomy because it is
based on empathic feeling with others’ needs and goals. Researchers have noted this
phenomenon in several other observational studies on mother–child interactions in Japan
and Germany (Trommsdorff & Friedlmeier, 1993; Trommsdorff & Kornadt, 2003).
Accordingly, self regulation can be conceived of as motivated action in line with the
dominant cultural model of agency. In the case of the independent model of agency, self
regulation is related to giving more priority to autonomy (in combination with related
ness and competence). In contrast, in the case of the interdependent model of agency,
self regulation is related to giving more priority to relatedness (in combination with
autonomy and competence). Thus, self regulation and its underlying motivation for
autonomy or relatedness depend on the cultural meaning of agency. I will discuss this
further as part of the ‘Cultural Model of Agency and Self Regulation’ (see Figure 1).
4. Self-Regulation and Behavior as Based on the Cultural Model of Agency
Self-regulation and achievement
Most researchers have assumed that successful achievement is fostered by self regulatory
processes such as setting realistic goals, maintaining effortful control of attention, being
persistent, engaging in exercise, and so forth. However, the self regulatory processes in
achievement situations differ signiﬁcantly as evidenced by several cross cultural studies
comparing East Asian and European American samples (Kim & Park, 2006; Trommsdorff,
in press). According to Confucian belief, commitment to learning is the royal road to
self perfection. The goal is to function well in society as a morally cultivated person. This
principle underlines the moral necessity of self regulation—children learn to develop
adaptive attitudes toward life long learning (ren).
Successful achievement and related self regulation have a different meaning depending
on the preferred cultural value orientation and the related model of agency. In the case
of an independent cultural model of agency, success is experienced as an indicator of
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talent and ability (based on an entity belief). The related, interpersonally disengaging
emotional experience is pride and deservingness. In the case of the interdependent cul
tural model, success is experienced as an indicator of effort (because of the belief in the
malleable self) and as a result of the parents’ and teachers’ investment in one’s socializa
tion. The related, interpersonally engaging emotional experience is gratitude and a feeling
of indebtedness. At the same time, the individual feels a need to engage in continuous
effort to further improve his or her achievements to reach the standards of others who
are close and fulﬁll their expectations. Accordingly, Asian children’s self regulation in
achievement situations is embedded in an interdependent model of agency; it is motivated
by ﬁlial piety and the related goal to pay back the parents (Trommsdorff, in press; Trom
msdorff & Rothbaum, 2008).
The question arises of whether performance differs in the case of the interdependent as
compared with the independent model of agency. A partial answer is suggested by the
study of Iyengar and Lepper (1999). The authors compared the achievement outcomes of
European American and Asian American children who could either choose the features
of their task themselves or who were assigned the features of the task by their mothers or
classmates. The results showed that the children were more motivated and performed
better when the manipulation was consistent with the sociocultural values of their respec
tive context. This ﬁnding suggests that successful self regulation may be promoted by a
cultural ﬁt between self construal and cultural values of independent or interdependent
agency.
To summarize, self regulation as a precondition for successful achievement can be
motivated by highly different goals depending on the respective model of agency. Inde
pendence and interdependence, as preferred cultural models of agency, motivate different
strategies of self regulation in achievement tasks.
Self-regulation and emotions
One domain of self regulation is the modulation of component processes of emotions,
including changes in appraisal, expression, experience, and behavioral intentions (see
Cole, Martin, & Dennis, 2004; Thompson, 1994). Because emotions can organize adap
tive as well as maladaptive behavior, emotion regulation is of special interest for the study
of self regulation. For example, positive emotional states such as hope can motivate
behavior and foster self regulation activities while reducing ego depletion.
Culture informed studies indicate cultural differences in the spontaneous expression of
emotions such as pride after success and shame following failure or as compensation for
anger. Although pride and shame can be seen as biologically innate, universal emotions,
shame was less pronounced among individuals from individualistic cultures, which highly
valued self expression (Tracy & Matsumoto, 2008). In Asia, the expression of other
focused, socially engaged emotions (e.g., gratefulness, empathy, and shame) is more val
ued than it is in individualistic countries (Kitayama, 2000). In addition, failure may be
experienced as indicating a lack of effort and lack of ﬁlial piety and thereby as extending
shame on the whole family. Shame can be a powerful emotion that guides the learner to
understand his or her shortcomings and motivates the learner to improve his or her out
comes. Shame is an emotional reaction that may increase self regulation in the case of a
cultural model of interdependence. The question of whether shame has a similar effect in
the West or whether it decreases motivation needs empirical investigation.
In only a few culture sensitive studies on emotion regulation have researchers taken
into account the cultural models of agency. Depending on the cultural model of agency,
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developmental conditions for emotion regulation differ. The processes of emotion regula
tion such as appraisal and expression can vary systematically depending on the respective
cultural values of interdependence and independence. Cole, Tamang, and Shrestha (2006)
showed that Tamang and Brahman caregivers socialize children’s appraisal and expressions
of anger and shame differently. Tamang caregivers rebuke an angry child but yield to a
child who appears ashamed. Brahman caregivers ignore shame but respond to a child’s
anger with reasoning. Thus, depending on the culture speciﬁc emotion of socialization,
children’s emotion regulation occurs at the appraisal level (e.g., Tamang children) or at
the expression level (e.g., Brahman children; Cole & Tamang, 1998). Furthermore, Cole,
Walker, and Lama Tamang (2006) showed that Brahman and rural US children endorsed
anger as instrumental for self assertion whereas Tamang children reacted with reappraisal
of the situation and with shame as a submissive emotion. Tamang children avoided expe
riencing anger to not disturb inner peace and relational harmony. For Brahman children,
feeling angry is acceptable if it is adaptive in overcoming obstacles and if it is regulated at
the behavioral level.
These studies were based on verbal reports. In my own research, my colleagues and I
compared Indian and German preschool children with respect to their observed emotional
expression in a frustrating situation. The children expected to receive a present but found
only an empty box. Indian children exhibited signiﬁcantly lower levels of disappointment
and anger and also recovered more successfully to an emotionally balanced behavior in
comparison with German children. Indian mothers downplayed the frustrating situation
and supported their child’s acceptance of the situation in contrast to German mothers who
mirrored their children’s anger reactions in line with the cultural model of self assertive
agency (Trommsdorff, Mishra, Suchodoletz, Merkel, & Heikamp, 2009). In other studies,
we compared Japanese and German preschool children’s processes of emotion regulation
in distressing and frustrating situations and found similar results with respect to socializa
tion conditions (Trommsdorff & Friedlmeier, in press). German children were socialized
according to the cultural model of agency allowing for the expression of frustration and
anger as instrumental for asserting one’s own needs and one’s intention to achieve these
goals. In contrast, Indian and Japanese children were socialized according to the cultural
model of interdependence, which endorses interpersonal harmony and discourages the
experience and expression of frustration and anger (Trommsdorff, 2006).
Although the cultural socialization of emotions is not yet well understood, it can be
assumed that the cultural model of agency inﬂuences both emotional development and
development of different methods of emotion regulation, in line with the cultural model
of agency. Therefore, more culture sensitive comparative studies are needed to determine
universal and culture speciﬁc aspects of emotion regulation.
Self-regulation as interpersonal regulation
Emotions and their regulation have important social functions that may be connected to
another domain of self regulation—interpersonal regulatory behavior. Getting along with
others requires interpersonal self regulation that is in line with cultural values, rules, and
norms. ‘‘In general, self regulation is positively associated with the tendency to respond
in an accommodating manner’’ (Gailliot, Mead, & Baumeister, 2008, p. 484). However,
cultural differences in interpersonal regulation are likely related to the respective cultural
model of agency.
One important aspect of cultural differences in interpersonal self regulation is the dif
ferent prevalence of interpersonally engaging and disengaging emotions as related to the
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independent or interdependent model of self (Kitayama, Markus, & Kurokawa, 2000).
For instance, in a context where the interdependent model of self prevails, empathy is
experienced as positive emotion. Empathy is motivated by the need for relatedness; it
allows becoming aware of the needs of others, accommodating others, and enjoying the
positive feeling of belonging. In this context, the development of self regulation is orga
nized according to the value of maintaining harmony. For example, Japanese children
learn sensitivity in interpersonal self regulation through early mother–child interactions.
They experience their mothers’ sensitivity and learn to empathize and feel with others by
focusing their attention on the needs of other persons (Dennis, Cole, Zahn Waxler, &
Mizuta, 2002; Friedlmeier & Trommsdorff, 1999; Rothbaum, Pott, Azuma, Miyake, &
Weisz, 2000; Trommsdorff, 1995; Trommsdorff & Kornadt, 2003).
Giving priority to the development of empathy and the ability to meet others’ expecta
tions is necessary for interpersonal self regulation in the cultural model of the interdepen
dent agency. This can be seen as a mechanism for culture speciﬁc socialization processes. In
the case of the cultural model of interdependent agency, self regulation is closely connected
to fulﬁlling the social expectations. Otherwise, shame feelings and the fear of possible
separation arise (Trommsdorff & Rothbaum, 2008). On the basis of the experience of the
symbiotic mother–child relation, the fulﬁllment of basic needs of belonging are related to a
belief in the trustworthiness of the parents’ values, order, and rules. In a cultural context of
interdependence, such rules are understood as guiding, caring, and supporting the child (see
Chao & Tseng, 2002, for China). The self reported positive evaluations of parental control
of Japanese adolescents, as compared with the German adolescents, support this interpreta
tion (Trommsdorff, 1985). Therefore, in the interdependent model of agency, social rules
are experienced as supporting one’s self regulation. Self regulation based on internalized
rules of signiﬁcant others is experienced as voluntary and as fulﬁlling needs for relatedness
as well as autonomy.
In contrast, in the case of the independent model of agency, rules, obligations, and
external control can be experienced as undermining voluntary self regulation and as a
threat to one’s need for autonomy. Accordingly, the dominant model of agency and the
respective meaning given to autonomy and relatedness deﬁne under which conditions the
development of self regulation is fostered or hampered by rules and obligations.
Effects of cultural models of agency on interpersonal self regulation can be observed in
various other phenomena, such as social support. In contrast to European Americans,
Asians and Asian Americans avoid explicitly seeking support (Kim, Sherman, & Taylor,
2008). Asian Americans refrain from conveying personal needs and sharing stressful expe
riences, thus enjoying the ‘‘beneﬁts of social support without potential concerns about
the relational implications (e.g., losing face, or worrying others) of explicit support use’’
(Kim, Sherman, & Taylor, 2008, p. 522).
However, for European Americans, the expression of inner thoughts, emotions, and stress
is experienced as more effective and beneﬁcial. The prevalent cultural model of independence
gives priority to one’s independence without, however, endangering interpersonal relations.
The preferred strategies are based on explicit communication including self disclosure,
providing support to others, helping in case of need, and negotiating how to reciprocate. For
example, explicitly asking for help would be understood as self disclosure communicating
trust in others without necessarily burdening obligations. Here, the need for autonomy is
moderated by the need for relatedness (Rothbaum & Trommsdorff, 2007).
The giving and receiving of social support as part of interpersonal regulatory
behavior depends on the respective cultural model of independence or interdependence.
The ﬁndings of the aforementioned studies indicate the importance of engaging in
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self regulation and interpersonal regulation in a way that is consistent with the given cul
tural model of agency (see Figure 1).
5. The ‘Cultural Model of Agency and Self-Regulation’
A general question motivating the present research is how culture is related to individual
development and self regulation. From a developmental and culture psychological point
of view, culture and development are closely interrelated as described by the ‘Cultural
Model of Agency and Self Regulation’ (Figure 1). The development of self regulation
occurs in a cultural niche that conveys a speciﬁc cultural model of agency, either focusing
on independence or on interdependence. The respective self construal is related to agency
beliefs, which focus on disjoint or on conjoint agency and the preference of individual or
social goals of relatedness. According to the prevalent self construals, agency beliefs, goals,
and strategies for goal attainment differ, both with respect to promotion or prevention
goals and regarding preference of locomotion or assessment mode. Self regulation includes
efforts to modify (inhibit or activate) behavior to attain one’s goals. This behavior results
in self regulation in the service of self or of relatedness goals (see Figure 1).
When individuals experience cultural values as part of their own values and integrate
these into their self system, they will experience the enactment of these values as autono
mous (Chirkov, Ryan, & Willness, 2005; Ryan & Deci, 2008). Once cultural values and
social rules are accepted, a person can more easily adjust his or her goals and behavior
accordingly, thus developing a competence and motivation for self regulation in line with
the respective cultural model. This contributes to a cultural ﬁt and also explains how the
development of self regulation can bridge the cultural values and individual goals. The
development of self regulation can thus be seen as a process whereby adaptive outcomes
are achieved in line with the respective dominant cultural model of the agency.
However, caveats have to be mentioned. The ‘Cultural Model of Agency and Self
Regulation’ needs empirical testing, especially regarding the developmental processes link
ing culture and self regulation. Also, the ongoing changes in the (direct and indirect)
relationships between culture and self regulation should be studied in more detail. For
example, in times of socioeconomic transition and in case of normative and non norma
tive life events, new modes of self regulation may have to be acquired which in turn
affect the cultural meaning system, the related cultural model of the agency, and values
for self regulation. Here, bidirectional processes between the cultural model of the agency
and self regulation may be observed.
Therefore, to better understand the developmental conditions and functions of self reg
ulation over time, culturally sensitive, comparative developmental studies that take into
account processes of sociocultural change are needed.
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